
There Is a Little Big Kid I Know
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2. Noun

3. Noun
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8. Noun
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There Is a Little Big Kid I Know

There is a kid I know, a little boy. He was so little that he could sit inside of a Noun cooker. Sometimes,

he would sit in there and his parents would not know it, so they sometimes would press "On" and the little boy

would turn into a little Noun boy. That was okay with him, because it felt like an Noun in

there. This boy liked to roll around in circles. When he was sometimes a little Noun boy he would not

roll around, but instead Verb around in a Noun - Shape . His friends liked to join. Together they

would hop around in a circle, or Noun - Shape , or whatever, so fast that they would look like a giant solid

Noun . Of course, a very little part of it would look like Noun . That little part was my friend.

My little friend has to be careful, because sometimes he would fall into Noun , Noun , and

sometimes even his own Noun . I almost Verb - Past Tense on him once! I was in a hurry to catch

the Noun - Vehicle so I ran down the stairs of my apartment, and at the turn my Noun - Body Part hit

the boy in the Noun - Body Part . My friend just said, "Ouch," and I said "Oops, I'm sorry." He was

Adjective - Feeling , but I felt Adjective - Feeling . After work I said "Sorry" to him and picked him up to

give him a Noun . He patted me on the Noun - Body Part and said, "That's okay, friend." For such a

little friend, he holds a big place in my heart.
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